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fulfilled. Let everyone of you give some service rather than ask
for any. Do not forget agriculture. You must not think that you
will not be there to enjoy the benefit of the trees you plant. Rise
earlier than the others do. Do your own cooking, of course, but abo
undertake cooking for the whole establishment, if you can. Out
of respect for Gurudev and by way of inducement to you all, I have
started study of Bengali in my bed* I have completed Mrs. Murat's
grammar and the Bengali primer. This is the fifth day, I started
the study on Monday. Today is Friday. I see that it is easy for
a Gujarati to learn Bengali, Everyone of you should pick it up*
The alphabet, too, is simple. Study of Gujarati and Tamil should
also continue. Sanskrit, of course, you must be doing.
Your boarding expenses are to be borne by Gurudev. Approach
Rajangam through the Doctor for his help in Tamil. The latter
says that his sons are there. You must be in correspondence with
him. Send for Maganbhai's son. More later. This letter is meant
for all. Ba is pining to see you all. Her nursing is incomparable
bapu
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418. LETTER TO MAGANLAL GAXDHI
Vad 8 [£***** iO, 19 if]
CHI.
I got the letters from all of you* ie my present helpless
condition, I do not write to everyone. Hence, take thii fetter m
meant for all and, on your part, al! of you continue to write to inc.
You say you would ask me for permission for whey after I
return. But I give it straight from hart* After observing the con-
ditions there, make any exceptions that you find necessary. Da
not wait to consult me. Only, in all that you do, remember the
need for self-discipline.
You are right in concluding that agriculture is the only real
prayer and service. It is not oaly fitting but it is actually one's
duty to keep repeating God's aaiae, whether we are busy m the
fields or having our meal, whether playing or wiuntering aimlessly,
during a bath or at any otibcr hour. One who wants to k*e him-
self in Rama, who is striving to do so, requires m particular howr|

